Comparison Chart
Earasers

Custom Earplugs

Foam / Insert Plugs

Virtually Invisible
Reusable
Hygienic
V Filter Technology
Flat response at Eardrum
Replaceable Tips
No Impressions Required
Handles Jaw Movement
No Plugged Up Feeling
Difficulty To Insert

Easy

Moderate

Price Over Three Years

Low

High

Medium

1 Year

90 days

N/A

Warranty

Moderate

Australianin
Distributer:
Made
USA

www.earasers.net
info@earasers.net
(407) 339.2422
A Division
of Persona
Free
Call: Medical
US Patent #8,800,712
Foreign Patents Pending

1800 639 263

™

Be Ear-Responsible

Comfortable

Re-Usable

Affordable

Virtually Invisible

Clear Sounding

“As a member of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, clarity of
sound is an essential part of my job. Finally with Earasers,
I’m able to comfortably protect my hearing while being able
to make confident contributions to the music! After tossing
aside many types of earplugs because I couldn’t trust the
output of my instrument based on what I was hearing in my
head, with Earasers I’m finally able to play my instruments with
confidence knowing that what I’m hearing inside my head is
exactly what is coming out of the horn.”

Musicians, Concert Attendees
and Music Lovers...
Earasers filter loud noise
so you can enjoy sound at
a safe, comfortable level.
Soft medical grade silicone creates a
comfortable fit to each individual’s ear
shape eliminating the need for costly
customized impressions. The open canal
shape and filter placement is specifically
designed to allow sound to travel closer to
the eardrum before being filtered, creating
a more natural and clear sound which
keeps the musical layering intact.
While most earplugs decrease too many
low and high frequencies, these focus on
the most sensitive range of the ear canal
resonance (1K-6K Hz), and allow some
sound to come through in those very low
and very high frequencies. This achieves
the “Oh WOW” element of clarity that is
not found in other plugs.
With reduced noise levels, and less
occlusion, horn players, drummers and
even singers can enjoy invisible all day
comfort and protection.

Earasers don’t plug up your
ears and muffle sound like
conventional earplugs.

— Mike Roylance - Principal Tuba Boston Symphony Orchestra

• Reduces dangerous high
frequency sounds
• The world’s first flat frequency
response earplug
[+/- 5dB; 250Hz-8KHz]

Attenuation (Sound Reduction) Comparison

• Smart Seal™ technology ensures
the perfect fit
• Comfortable and Reusable
• No Plugged Up Feeling

TYPICAL MUSIC CONCERT
(dB SPL at Eardrum)
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“Earasers are unbelievable! What really
impressed me was the clarity of sound as
well as voices. Comfort is also key when
listening to Drum Corps drum lines for
hours on end. Finally an earplug where
music sounds real and cymbals sound
crisp. ‘Oh Wow’, what a remarkable
difference they make. Love them.”
— Al Murray - Drum Corps Legend,
Teacher and all around Whacked Out Guy

Replaces Custom Earplugs

• Soft and flexible material
• Replaces custom earplugs
• Does not sweat, tickle or itch
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HARMFUL & UNCOMFORTABLE
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Frequency: Hertz

10000
8000

FREQUENCY: HERTZ
NATURAL EAR RESONANCE
EARASERS STANDARD | -19dB Peak | NRR-5
EARASERS EURO | -26dB Peak | ~NRR13

EARASERS SAFETY | -31dB Peak | NRR16
FOAM PLUG | -45dB Peak | ~NRR29

